GOVERNMENT OF TRIPURA
DIRECTORATE OF TRIBAL WELFARE

Dated. 23/09/2019

NOTIFICATION

Due to non availability of seat offered by the Empanelled Institutions, it has been decided by the Tribal Welfare Department, Govt. of Tripura that no S.T students will be provided financial incentive in ANM , BHM and B. Pharma courses during the year 2019-20.

Therefore, all concerned students who have applied for ANM and BHM courses may opt GNM Course (8 seats from each courses) whereas  B. Pharma students may opt other paramedical courses during counseling process subject to availability of vacancy and fulfillment of criteria. In case of candidate who have applied and not selected due to limitation of seat for B. Sc Nursing course may also choose other Paramedical courses during counseling. This is issued for information of all concerned candidates.
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